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Abstract: 
In this paper we describe theoretical and empirical linear VaR for the cases where the stock 
portfolio returns and the risk factor returns follow a normal distribution and Student t 
distribution. The main aim of this study is to show the effect that leptokurtosis has on VaR 
estimate. Using the daily Belex 15 data from January 2011 to January 2014 we estimate 
1-day Normal and Student t VaR for different significance levels. The results show that 
for low significance levels, the normality assumption can overestimate VaR if the return 
distribution is leptokurtic. On the other hand, for higher significance levels, the normality 
assumption can seriously underestimate VaR. In the case of Serbian stock market the as-
sumption of Student’s t-distribution leads to VaR estimates that are more representative of 
historical behavior of Belex 15 than normal linear VaR.
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INTRODUCTION

Risk has become a growing concern for most � nancial 
institutions today and they must have a robust risk man-
agement framework in place if they wish to survive in a 
more interconnected and complex � nancial world. One of 
the most important tasks of � nancial institutions is evalu-
ating and controlling exposure to risk. � is task is called 
� nancial risk management. Depending on the sources of 
risk, a � nancial institution may face market, credit or op-
erational risk. Market risk describes the portfolio exposure 
to the moves of certain market variables. � ere are four 
standard market risk variables: equities, interest rates, ex-
change rates, and commodities. A � nancial instrument is 
dependent on those market factors and its price � uctuates 
as the underlying market factors move. Market risk arises 
from variations in equity prices, interest rates, exchange 
rates, and commodity prices. � e exposure to market risk 
can be measured by changes in the portfolio value, or by 
pro� ts and losses.

A risk statistic called Value-at-Risk (hereina� er VaR) 
has arisen as a powerful tool to capture market risk expo-
sure of portfolio, sector, asset class or security over some 
speci� ed period of time. Regulators and the � nancial in-
dustry advisory committees recommend VaR as a way of 
measuring risk. Today, VaR measurement methodology 
is a widely-used tool in � nancial market risk management 
in developed countries. 

� e main characteristic of VaR is that of synthesiz-
ing in a single value the possible losses which could occur 
with a given probability in a given temporal horizon [1]. 
VaR has been estimated by a number of methods, includ-
ing variance-covariance (also called parametric or Ana-
lytical), Historical simulation and Monte Carlo simulation 
methods [2, 3, 4]. � e VaR methodologies mainly di� er in 
ways of constructing the probability density function. � e 
focus of our research in this paper will be on analytical ap-
proach for determining the VaR. � e essence of analytical 
method is that it assumes a normal distribution.

Market price movements o� en display patterns that 
di� er from the statistical simpli� cations used in modeling 
analytic linear VaR. � e returns on most � nancial assets 
are skewed and leptokurtic random variables, although 
the extent of leptokurtosis depends on the sampling fre-
quency and the market in question. A negative skewness 
is o� en evident in daily equity index and stock returns be-
cause large price falls are o� en succeeded by further price 
falls as investors try to close out positions to limit losses. 
Nevertheless, the standard analysis of � nancial asset re-
turns most o� en begins with an assumption that returns 
are normally distributed, and majority of risk models are 
based on the normality assumption.

Although there are many studies that calculate VaR us-
ing the parametric approach, i.e. normal linear VaR, there 
are rare research papers that introduce leptokurtosis e� ect 
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into VaR estimation and compare results provided by dif-
ferent distribution assumptions. 

A leptokurtic density is one that has a higher peak than 
a normal density. Since the total area under the curve 
must be 1, a higher peak implies that the tails of a uni-
modal density are also heavier. Hence a unimodal lepto-
kurtic density has heavy tails (fat tails), i.e. positive excess 
kurtosis. [14]. Leptokurtosis is one of the basic stylized 
facts emerging from examination of the empirical distri-
butions of � nancial asset returns [12].

Even in developed � nancial markets, the empirical 
research on VaR estimation where the stock portfolio 
returns are generated by Student t distribution is very 
scarce. � e situation is much more complex when we 
take into account emerging stock markets. � us, the ob-
jective of this paper is to extend return and risk analysis 
in Serbian � nancial market on nonnormal assumptions 
in order to produce VaR estimates and see are they more 
representative than VaR � gures derived by normal linear 
VaR. Estimation of linear VaR for the case where returns 
are generated by both distributions will be empirically ap-
plied and tested on Serbian stock market in period from 
January 2011 to January 2014. Although VaR is concep-
tually straightforward, when we want to estimate linear 
VaR where the stock portfolio returns are generated by 
Student t distribution, it becomes computationally chal-
lenging. Of course, VaR calculation can be derived by the 
use of commercially available simulation packages. How-
ever, such packages are generally costly and in� exible and 
VaR calculations predominantly are based on normal dis-
tribution. � us, this paper is one of the � rst papers which 
demonstrates that the calculation of Student t linear VaR 
can be performed using � exible computational power of 
Microso�  Excel and Solver add-in. 

Contribution of this paper is threefold. Firstly, to the 
best our knowledge no one so far has investigated rela-
tive performance of analytical VaR approach based on 
di� erent distribution assumptions and compared the 
obtained results in the Serbian stock markets during ob-
served risk horizon. Secondly, contribution is to extend 
the very scarce empirical research on VaR estimation in 
this � nancial market and to provide valuable information 
to regulators and � nancial institutions for setting market 
risk capital requirements and evaluating the market risk 
exposure of their trading portfolios based on VaR meth-
odology. � irdly, we demonstrate in detail how well the 
Student-t distribution behaves in estimating VaR measure 
for stock market index and illustrate the process for deter-
mining the degrees of freedom of the Student-t distribu-
tion, which is required in VaR estimation.

� e rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 
2 brie� y summarizes the literature review with similar 
researches. Section 3 presents descriptions of basic density 
functions which are incorporated in our VaR calculations, 
derivation of analytical formula for linear VaR and meth-
odologies for determining the degrees of freedom of the 
Student-t distribution. Section 4 gives the description of 
the analyzed data and statistical characteristics of Serbian 
stock market. Findings and results are also presented and 

discussed in section 4. Section 5 concludes by summariz-
ing the main results of empirical research.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Far as we know only a few research papers take into 
account leptokurtosis e� ect of asset returns to VaR es-
timation. One of the � rst applications of the Student 
t distribution to VaR estimation was by Huisman et al. 
� ey investigated and compared di� erent parametric 
VaR estimators for be-weekly returns on US stock and 
bonds and provided evidence that parametric VaR models 
which incorporate the fat tails measure accurately market 
risk exposure among other comparable VaR models [5]. 
Since the normal model for factor distributions is overly 
simplistic, Fong and Vasicek suggest estimating the prob-
ability distribution of the portfolio value changes by the 
gamma distribution. � us, they used the approximation 
for the portfolio VaR value based on a generalized gam-
ma distribution. � e gamma distribution takes into con-
sideration the skewness of the distribution, whereas the 
normal distribution is symmetric and does not re� ect the 
skewness [6]. Monteiro calculated VaR using four alterna-
tive distributional forms to assess the hedge funds indexes 
market risk. One of the distributional forms was the t-stu-
dent distribution [7]. Recently, Lin and Shen studied the 
empirical performance of value-at-risk calculations using 
Student-t distributions. � e main � nding of their study is 
that using the student-t distribution for estimating VaR 
can improve the VaR estimation and o� er accurate VaR 
estimates, particularly when tail index technique is used 
to determine the degrees of freedom and the con� dence 
level exceeds 98.5 percent [8]. Yoon and Kang investi-
gated two Japanese � nancial data sources, the Nikkei 225 
Index and JPY‐USD exchange rate, using the symmetric 
FIGARCH and asymmetric FIAPARCH models with 
normal, Student‐t, and Skewed Student‐t distribution in-
novations. From the results of analysis, they found that 
the skewed Student‐t FIGARCH and FIAPARCH VaR 
models for long and short positions predict critical loss 
more accurately than models with normal and Student‐t 
innovations [9]. Hsu Ku investigated major equity and 
currency markets in the US, Japan and the UK and found 
that exist signi� cant second-moment transmission e� ects 
and obvious time-varying patterns of correlation coe�  -
cients among those markets. On the other hand, he found 
that the multivariate Student-t distribution is suitable for 
analyzing the visible leptokurtosis that is common in � -
nancial markets. � us, he conducted comparison on the 
hedging e�  ciency of hypothetical portfolios consisting of 
stock and currency future positions in order to justify the 
multivariate Student-t distribution based on the DCC-
MGARCH model [10]. Rozga and Arnerić theoretically 
presented the dependence between volatility persistence, 
kurtosis and degrees of freedom from Student’s t-distribu-
tion in estimation alternative risk measures on simulated 
returns. � e comparison procedure of VaR estimation 
they established with assumption that returns follow ex-
treme value distribution, precisely Student’s t-distribution 
with non-integer degrees of freedom [11].
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METHODOLOGY OF RESEARCH

Definition of VaR

VaR is an attempt to provide a single number that 
summarizes the total risk in a portfolio [12]. VaR is a loss 
that we are fairly sure will not be exceeded if the current 
portfolio is held over some period of time [13]. When us-
ing the value at risk measure, we are interested in making 
a statement of the following form:

“We are (1-α) percent certain that we will not lose 
more than V dollars in time h.”

� e variable V is the VaR of the portfolio. It is a func-
tion of two parameters: the time horizon, h, and the con� -
dence level, (1-α) percent. It is the loss level during a time 
period of length h that we are (1-α)% certain will not be 
exceeded.

Mathematical Definition of linear VaR

In our study we use parametric (analytic) approach, 
linear VaR with assumptions that the changes in the port-
folio value over the time horizon are normally and non-
normally distributed.

Table 1 shows the mean and variance for two probabil-
ity distribution functions that have been used in � nancial 
modeling and risk management. Our empirical research 
of estimation of VaR � gure is based on these two distri-
butions.

An analytic formula for the VaR for a portfolio with an 
i.i.d. normal return is as follows:  

table 1. distributions and their mean and variance

   (1)

where  is the standard normal distribution func-
tion with expectation μ and standard deviation σ. 

Parametric linear VaR formula for the case where the 
portfolio’s returns are generated by a Student t distribu-
tion is as follows:

  (2)

where denote standard Student t distribution and 
n is the degrees of freedom, which controls the tail thick-

ness of the distribution. Since quantiles translate under 
monotonic transformations, the α quantile of the stand-
ardized Student t distribution with n degrees of freedom, 
i.e. the Student t distribution with mean 0 and variance 1, 
is .[12]

In contrast to the normal distribution, the Student‐t 
distribution is estimated with an additional parameter n, 
which stands for the number of degrees of freedom meas-
uring the degree of fat‐tails in the density. � e t distribu-
tion is closely related to the normal distribution: it is a 
symmetric curve that converges to the standard normal 
density as the degrees of freedom increase. � e degrees 
of freedom is the only parameter in the t distribution and 
the lower the degrees of freedom the lower the peak of the 
distribution and the longer the tails [1].

� e critical value  and  can be found 
in statistical tables or using the Excel function TINV and 
NORMSINV. But before � nding critical values for TINV 
we have to estimate the degrees of freedom parameter. 
� e degrees of freedom parameter n is estimated by � t-
ting the distribution using maximum likelihood estima-
tion (MLE). � e MLE process is based on the construction 
of a likelihood function, which depends on the paramet-
ric form that is assumed for the distribution and on the 
sample data. � en the parameters of the distribution are 
chosen to maximize this function. � ese values are the 
maximum likelihood estimators. Alternatively, a quick 
approximation to n may be obtained using a simple mo-
ment matching method called the method of moments 
(MM), which entails equating the sample moments to 
population moments. We shall apply and compare both 
methods in the empirical research.

 We will assume that the conditional mean of the 
return, µt, is simply zero in both normal and Student t 

linear VaR formulas. For 
daily data this is a quite 
reasonable assumption. 
Hence, under the nor-
mal and Student t distri-
butional forms, the VaR 
estimates are equal to the 
product of the forecast 
portfolio standard devia-
tions by the appropriate 
percentile. We will fore-
cast standard deviation 

using sample hystorical volatility model.

DATA AND EMPIRICAL FINDINGS

Estimation of linear VaR for the case where returns are 
generated by both distributions is empirically applied on 
Serbian stock market in order to illustrate the impact and 
e� ect of leptokurtosis on the VaR estimate. We shall as-
sume that VaR is measured at the portfolio level, without 
considering the mapping of portfolios to their risk factors. 
We use the four most commonly used con� dence levels, 
the 90%, 95%, 99% and 99,5% con� dence levels. � e target 
horizon is one day, which is equal to the index return se-
ries frequency. Typically T is chosen in practice to be be-

Density functi on Parameters Mean
Vari-
ance

Normal
μ locati on

σ scale
σ > 0

μ

Student - t
n degrees of 

freedom
0
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tween 250 and 1000 days corresponding to approximately 
1 to 4 years [15]. � e models which we use to compute the 
VaR estimates are described in section 3.

� is paper considers time series data set of Serbian 
capital market: index Belex 15. Daily historical data on the 
Serbian blue chip stock index (Belex 15) from 1 January 
2011 until 1 January 2014 are downloaded from Belgrade 
stock exchange. � e daily price series are converted into 
the daily percentage logarithmic return series. � e returns 
at time t are calculated by  for t = 
1,2,… ,T, where Pt is the current price and Pt-1 is the previ-
ous day’s price.

When using � nancial models to assess risk manage-
ment and portfolio allocation decisions, in order for the 
model assumptions to be understood and rationalized, it 
is important to appreciate the potential shape and behav-
ior of asset return distributions. � e purpose of this sec-
tion is to � rstly analyze the shape and characteristics of 
the index return distributions during three years period 
(2011-2014). 

Table 2 shows the descriptive statistics of the index 
daily returns. � e average daily return is close to zero. 
� e unconditional standard deviations is 0,96%. Belex 15 
exhibits kurtosis above 3, i.e. 14,76. Another feature of the 
return series is the presence of skewness. In fact, index is 
slighty negatively skewed. Additional tests of mean and 
skewness performed at at 5% signi� cance level concludes 
that mean and skewness are not signi� cantly di� erent 
from zero. � e quartiles shown in table (Q1, Q3) inscribe 
50% of the values in the sample. � e fat‐tailed and sym-
metric properties of return distribution motivate the use 
of Student-t distribution in this study.

Using the daily Belex 15 data from 1 January 2011 to 
1 January 2014 shown in Fig. 1, we estimate the degrees 
of freedom parameter for a generalized Student t distri-
bution representation of the daily returns, using the MM 
and MLE, as described in section 3. � en we compute the 
1-day Student t VaR at the 0.5%, 1%, 2.5%, 5% and 10% 
signi� cance levels, as a percentage of portfolio value, us-
ing both estimates for the degrees of freedom parameter. 
We also compare the Student t linear VaR � gures with the 
normal linear VaR over a 1-day horizon.

In Excel spreadsheet we compute the sample of daily 
log returns, and then standardizes the observations to 
have a sample mean of 0 and a sample variance of 1. � en 
we assume a value for the degrees of freedom and calcu-
late the log likelihood for the standardized t distribution, 
based on the density function shown in Table 1 (second 
row) for each observation. Summing the log likelihood 
of each observation gives us a value for the log likelihood 
function based on our assumed value for the degrees of 
freedom. Finally, we apply the Excel Solver to � nd the 
degrees-of-freedom parameter which maximizes our log 
likelihood function. � e sample mean log return is -0.02% 
and the sample standard deviation of log returns is 0.96%. 
Using these values to normalize the sample, we then con-
struct the log likelihood function as explained above and 
maximize it using the Solver. � e result is a degrees-of-
freedom estimate of 3.36. � e method of moments gives 
an estimate n =4.41 for the degrees of freedom parameter. 

� e obtained results for both estimates for the degrees of 
freedom parameter are summarized in Table 3.

table 1. descriptive Statistics of the Belex 15 return Series

Descripti ve Stati sti cs

AVERAGE: -0,02%

STD DEV: 0,96%

SKEW: -0,09

EXCESS-KURTOSIS: 14,76

MEDIAN: -0,02%

MIN: -7,41%

MAX: 8,23%

Q 1: -0,50%

Q 3: 0,45%

Figure 1. Evolution of Belex 15 daily index prices (on the left) 
and daily log returns (on the right) for period from 1 Jan 2011 

to 1 Jan 2014.

� e resulting estimates and comparison of 1-day 
Student t VaR at the di� erent signi� cance levels for the 
method of moments and maximum likelihood estimates 
and normal linear VaR over a 1-day horizon are displayed 
in Table 4. 

� e 1-day Student t VaR is considerably greater than 
the normal VaR at the 0.5% and 1% signi� cance levels, it 
is a little greater than the normal VaR at the 2.5% level, 
and at the 5% and 10% signi� cance levels the normal VaR 
is greater than the Student t VaR. � is is because the tails 
of the Student-t density have greater mass and the peak 
at the centre is higher than the normal density with the 
same variance. Hence, for quantiles lying further toward 
the centre there may be less mass in the tail of the Student 
t density than in the tail of the normal density.

We can conclude that for low signi� cance levels (e.g. 
5% or 10%), the normalty assumption can overestimate 
VaR if the return distribution is leptokurtic. For higher 
signi� cance levels (e.g. 0.5%-2.5%), the normality as-
sumption can seriously underestimate VaR if the return 
distribution is leptokurtic.

� e results show that the model risk arising from the 
assumption that returns are normally distributed is very 
signi� cant, especially when VaR is measured at high con-
� dence levels such as 99.5% and 99%. � e Student t VaR 
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model provides a more accurate representation of Serbian 
� nancial asset returns, but a potentially signi� cant source 
of model risk arises from assuming the return distribution 
is symmetric.

Table 3. Different Estimates for the Degrees of Freedom parameter 
of Student-t distribution

Calibrati on of Student t - MLE
degrees of freedom 3,36
Mean -0,02%
Standard deviati on 0,96%
Method of Moments
XS Kurtosis 14,76
populati on XS Kurtosis 14,76
parameter fitti  ng MM
degrees of freedom 4,41
objecti ve -0,45

Table 4. Estimated Student t and Normal VaR

VaR Parameters

Signifi cance 
level

0,5% 1% 2,5% 5% 10%

risk Hori-
zon (days)

1 1 1 1 1

VaR

t-var (mle) 3,60% 2,81% 1,97% 1,46% 1,02%

t-var (mm) 3,30% 2,69% 2,00% 1,54% 1,11%

normal var 2,48% 2,24% 1,89% 1,59% 1,24%

CONCLUSION

Ongoing global � nancial crisis of 2007/2008 has show-
en that our current understending of risk is not su�  cient 
in order to measure risk properly, even in developed 
countries, and hance prevent black swans in the � nancial 
markets. Traditional models in � nance rely heavily on the 
use of the normal (Gaussian) distribution. VaR measures 
are o� en calculated under the assumption that the under-
lying return series are normally distributed. � ere is on-
going discussion about the return distribution and risk in 
� nancial markets. Academics try to model these distribu-
tions in order to gain a better undrestending how returns 
and risk are distributed and can be measured.

In this paper we showed the e� ect that leptokurtosis 
has on VaR estimate and indroduced better measures of 
risk from current existing mesures in Serbian � nancial 
institutions. Using the daily Belex 15 data from January 
2011 to January 2014 we estimated 1-day Normal and 
Student t linear VaR for di� erent signi� cance levels. � e 
results show that for low signi� cance levels, the normal-
ity assumption can overestimate VaR if the return distri-
bution is leptokurtic. On the other hand, for higher sig-
ni� cance levels, the normality assumption can seriously 
underestimate VaR. In the case of Serbian stock market 
the Student t distribution produces VaR estimates that are 

more representative of historical behavior of Belex 15 than 
normal linear VaR.

We conclude that VaR based on normal distribution 
assumption is not suitable for � nancial risk measurement 
in Serbian stock market, and provide new evidence that 
more complex and complicated extensions of VaR mod-
els based on fat tailed distribution are well suited for this 
market. � ese results might be valuable for investors and 
� nancial institutions in Serbia in order to improve inter-
nally developed risk models.

In order to additionally con� rm the � ndings in this 
study, it is necessary to model volatility as a key input into 
the VaR calculation and implement a backtests, which 
will be the subject of our further researches.
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